Where is Your Teacher? – Individual Worksheet

Directions
In this activity, you will be working with a partner. You should do the first part “For You to Do” alone, and your partner should do the second part “For Your Partner to Do” alone.

For You to Do
Pick any object in the room (like a desk or the chalk board). Write down the first letter of the object you choose. For example, if you picked the desk write down “D” in the space below. Do not write down the full name of the object. Your partner is going to try to figure out the name of the object that you selected.

Now, face the compass toward that object. Take the bearing of the object by turning the movable face until the compass needle is between the red arrow on the movable face. Write down the direction of the object in the space below.

Object Direction: _________________________

Exchange seats with your partner. Give them your worksheet, and have them give you their worksheet.

For Your Partner to Do
Using the direction of the object written above and the first letter, try to determine what object your partner picked. First, look around for objects that start with that letter. Then, take that object’s bearing. If that bearing matches or is close to the bearing your partner wrote, then you have found your object. If the bearing is wrong, look for another object that starts with the same letter and take its bearing. Do this until you successfully find the object. Write down the object’s name in the space below.

Name of Object: ____________________________